luis
see you on the other side:

GNOME in 2010
in 2010...
make it easy
to make new things
christian

mattias
in 2010...
talking to each other
in 2010...
data like minds, not filing cabinets
in 2010...
polished
in 2010...
gnome everywhere
in 2010...
gnome everywhere
dulmandakh
in 2010...
more freedom
in 2010...
real innovation
help our users
kick ass
alex
so how will we get to 2010?
magic!
may have noticed a trend
no screenshots
no software
software is important (hugely important!)
... but our software comes from people
gnome is people
gnome
started small...
some dude, 1997
... and is changing the world
José
gnome people start small...
filed a bug
2002-02-12

filed a bug
2002-08-19
... and help change the world
gnome is people...
...people who did small things...
...which built very big things.
in 2010...
gnome can be you
(see you on the other side)